
2. Where's the
Bloody Horse?

DAVID EVANS

WHEN CONF RONT ED by the writings on the South African
"left" by people much better qualified than myself, I
can only retort with Roy Carnpbell:

You praise the firm restraint with which they writc
I'm with you there of course:
They use the snaffle and the curb all right,
But wh er e's th e bloody horse?

From which it may be gathered that I feel there is
too much celebration of the "victories" of the left and
too little. analysis from inside of its failures and short
comings, By the left, I mean all parties and organisa
tions, including Liberals. which accept extraparliamen
tary action,

Lord Attlee said in 1937 "There is a danger, that a
party may be so concerned about its own health that
it becomes a political valetudinarian incapable of taking
an active part in affairs. It may discuss its own internal
condition to such an extent that it disgusts all those
with whom it comes into contact."

Very true. But there is an alternative danger which
the South African extraparliamentary opposition seems
to ha ve forgotten-that the "patient" may become
infirm and even die because no one in the household
has the temerity to argue that it is ill. much less attempt
to diagnose its illness.

Tn the journals of organisations of the South African
left there is much diaanosis-i-of rivals.

It is easy-too easy sometimes-to agree that the
United Party is a dying dog-in-the-manger: that its
unwillingness to 1110Ve forward is only rivalled by its
unwillingness to move aside and-one should add-the
ina bility of th e Progressive Party to sweep it aside.

It is equally easy to agree that what the Progressive
Party is offering this fever-ridden country is a tran-
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quiliser peddled by an organisation as sleek, as smooth,
and as rich as a De Beers diamond; that the party's
goal is rule by an industrial elite which (its theoreticians
reason) will be carried to power by the actions of the
very people it will be deprive of any real share of that
power.

If the left has done nothing else it has made clear
in the teeth of much opposition from vested interests.
the mining press and the Nationalist newspapers-to a
great number of people that the motives, if not the
techniques of the three white parties (National, United
and Progressive Parties) are essentially the same-the
maintenance. of white supremacy and economic privi
lege for all time. One feels that in The New African it
is really unnecessary to point out that the Progressive
Party (despite its few non-white members) seeks not
social justice for all but the protection of the profits of
the fe~ b.y propitiating b?th critics outside and agita
tors. within by the grantIng of marginal concessions
within the framework of the Inequality State.

As .a. result of pressure by the extraparliarnentary
OPPOSitIon.. and other factors .. cracks have appeared in
the facade of the cit~del of white sunrern acy. They
have become so obVIOUS that even those behind the
walls have become uneasily aware of them: hence the
hasty and inept attempts at plastering by the South
African Foundation, the hasty att~mPts by the
Nationalists to jerry-build new partitions in the Trans
kei and. elsew~er~ ~nd the arch attempts by the
Progressives to mvrte Into the crurnblinz castle some of
those pressing against it from outside. ::;,

Unf0T!u~ately the celebratory noises occasioned by
these strrnng events have obscured the fact that the
opposition machine is making some queer noises.. that
some C?f t~e crew have quit,. that there is squabbling 'in
the ~rIv7r s seat and that Internally since Sharpeville
and Its Im~ediate. aft,~rrnath a .Iot of the rev has gone
out of the. revol~tlon -to put It somewhat inelegantly.

~here: IS, for Instance.. the chaos. In 1960 the Pan
Africanists launched their go-to-jail campaicn. Concress
spokesmen (and who am T to argue?) denounced ' the
~enture as premature and opportunistic and irrespons
ible, One was .also told t.hat Congress had the people
ceared to a~t In. a superior. phased camnaicn. Since
then the ;\frlcanls~s have be~n accused of "sabotaging"
Congress s ca!TInalgn. Yet If the C;0ngress carnnaign
were so. superior ann so comprehensive whv 'vas it not
swung Into effect in the propitious atmosphere irnrne-
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diately after Sharpeville, and why has it not been
introduced since?

I feel strongly about this. In Port Elizabeth, shortly
after the swoops the atmosphere was charged. Kgosa
na's march on Cape Town had seized the imagination
of white and non-white alike. A not inconsiderable
number of white Port Elizabethans-some of whom
belonged to no political party-was prepared to defy
unjust laws in sympathy with non-white South Africans.
Had they done so they might have started a chain
reaction. who knows? In the event they were advised to
wait for Congress in Johannesburg (or somewhere) to
advise on the next step. They waited, and waited . . .
finally when enthusiasm had ebbed the plan came. It
was to be a week-long stay-at-home set some short time
in the future. That strike naturally failed and I cannot
help feeling that a great opportunity was lost through
defective political anticipation.

None of this justified the subsequent behaviour of the
"African Nationalists". Called upon to support the
Action Council's stay-at-home scheme they withdrew.
Their reason-that the goal was a multiracial conven
tion-is specious or sinister, depending on the view
point.

Why the Action Council called for a three-day stay
at-home is still a mystery to me. A prolonged strike
aimed at toppling or pressuring the Government is
understandable. a day of mourning has value as a moral
gesture. A three-day cessation of labour looks suspi
ciously like a holiday.

THE LIBERAL PARTY cannot escape criticism here. Its
indecisiveness over the stay-at-home cannot have
improved its public image or "its private confidence.

The stay-at-home had the unhappy effect of con
vincing many previously hesitant whites that the Gov
ernment is able to continue its policy of repression
indefinitely. It is also unfortunate that the extraparlia
mentary organisations did not draw the obvious conclu
sion that no sectional move in opposition has any hope
of succeeding. At any rate greater co-operation has not
resulted.

This is hardly surprising when one examines the
statements directed against other organisations by some
leaders of the"African Nationalists" and some of the
passages of Maiube (which is often reminiscent of
Torch at its flaming worst); it is hardly surprising
when one knows that Liberals had to withdraw from a
Congress-Liberal demonstration against inter alia, the
Unlawful Organisations Act-because Congress refused
to request the lifting of the ban on the P.A.C.: it is
certainly not surprising when one organisation of the
left invites a spokesman froin another -to share its plat
fonn then reads out a vigorous attack on a prominent
member of the guest organisation; it is certainly not
surprising when Contact and New ARe not only trade
vitriol editorially but publish in their news columns
accounts of events in Basutoland which seem to have
been written about different countries; and when the
rigidity of "line" of such journals as Fighting Talk
indicates to the critical reader a fossilisation of attitudes
which makes discussion seem pointless. And if ever
there was a need for frank and generous discussion
surely it is now. Perhaps The New African has a role
to play here.
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A MORE SERIOUS indication of the ill health of the left
than the compulsive "you're a feelthy red" and "you're
an imperialist" schools of journalism is the fact that
"African Nationalism" in South Africa, unlike similar
movements to the north excludes all non-Africans, while
preaching non-racialism. On the other hand the Con
gress Alliance has not met this challenge as it should
have-by knocking down those anachronistic partitions
in its own structure-but has. decided, in the words of
its leader ex-Chief Lutuli (in Let My People Go), that
the time for non-racial parties is not yet.

The collapse of the United Front overseas is' another
indication of the fratricidal tension which is riving the
left.

Finally and painfully I turn to the Liberal Party. I~

must be recorded that its noble attempt to create within
the racial minefield of this country a truly non-racial
organisation is foundering. White South Africans of
"liberal" intentions prefer the comfortable parlour
liberalism of the Progressive Party to the often chill
isolation of a party which has been carried increasingly
left by the logic of its principles and idealism. On the
other hand tbe party's past and its lack of cohesion
have so far prevented it from acquiring a mass African
membership with which white radicals can effectively
share their undoubted courage and ability. It survives
because of the energy and drive of many dedicated
individuals-and the growing strength of its rural
membership. Its talent for "welfare work" in the good..
co-operative, non-paternalist sense, and the radicalism of
many of its members are frustrated by its lack of mass
support. Its Fabian role remains, but between it and
the public looms the Progressive Party. Consequently
it is a party desperately seeking new directions.

BUT THE LIBERAL PARTY'S main dilemma is not the
dilemma of Liberals alone. Randolph Vigne put a
sensitive finger on a defect-and perhaps it is the
greatest defect of them all-shared bv all left organisa
tions when he remarked in the first issue of The New
African "the failure of the Congresses or Liberals to
gain a mass following" ("Realities of Conflict", The
New African Vol. I No. It

Now there is a subject for discussion. Could it be.. to
set Campbell's image agallop in new nastures "the
bloody horse"? To the north Malawi has (I Quote from
memory) a million plus members. the United National
Independence Partv half a million. the National Demo
cratic Party 300.000 before it was banned. Yet the
African National Congress never to my knowledge
exceeded 100.000. Is it, as Mr. Vigne suggests "due to
a lack of rapnort between these organisations and the
mass"? Would a Congress-Liberal merger be the
answer? Is it possible? Are the qualities of South Afri
ca's Browns and Lutulis and Sobukwes irreconcilable?

I was chiding a friend, shortly after the stay-at-home..
for leaving the country. Feeling at the end that 1 had
perhaps been too harsh I said I understood that the
period of change might have its unpleasant side. He
cut me short.

"It's not," he said crisply, "that I fear the revolution.
it's iust that I feel the damn thing win never take place."

I wonder how many potential recruits for the left
feel that way. •
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